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Purpose: Alpha1-proteinase inhibitor (A1PI) is indicated for chronic augmentation therapy 

in adults with emphysema due to congenital deficiency of A1PI. An intravenous infusion rate 

of 0.04 mL/kg/minute is currently recommended for the A1PI product, Glassia®. This random-

ized, placebo-masked, rate-controlled, crossover study was designed to evaluate the safety and 

tolerability of A1PI administration at an increased infusion rate.

Patients and methods: A total of 30 healthy male and female subjects aged 19–61 years 

were enrolled. Each subject received simultaneous intravenous infusions of A1PI  (Glassia®) 

and placebo (human albumin 2.5%) administered through a single infusion site on two 

separate  treatment periods. Subjects were randomized in a 1:1 ratio to receive either test 

treatment (A1PI 0.2 mL/kg/minute + placebo 0.04 mL/kg/minute), or reference treat-

ment (A1PI 0.04 mL/kg/minute + placebo 0.2 mL/kg/minute) on Day 1. On Day 15, subjects 

received the other treatment regimen in a crossover sequence.

Results: A total of 36 adverse events (AEs), regardless of causality, were reported; all were 

non-serious and of mild intensity, with headaches and dizziness occurring most frequently 

(12 [33.3%] and three [8.3%] of 36 AEs, respectively). Only seven AEs in six subjects were 

assessed as related to study treatment: with two AEs reported in two subjects treated with the 

0.2 mL/kg/minute rate compared with five AEs in four subjects treated with the 0.04 mL/kg/

minute rate.

Conclusions: This study demonstrated the safety and tolerability of an A1PI product at an 

increased infusion rate (0.2 mL/kg/minute) resulting in a shorter infusion duration in healthy 

subjects.

Keywords: A1PI, Glassia, administration rate, Alpha-1 antitrypsin, ATT

Introduction
Alpha1-antitrypsin/proteinase inhibitor (A1PI) is a glycoprotein, which is synthesized 

in the liver and found in protective concentrations in the lungs of healthy individuals. 

In the absence of A1PI, neutrophil elastase, released by lung macrophages and neutro-

phils, damages protein components of the alveolar wall, leading to elastin breakdown 

and the loss of lung elasticity and lung tissue.1 Excessive elastolytic activity underlies 

progressive emphysema in patients with low plasma A1PI levels.2 A1PI augmentation 

therapy specifically aims to restore the protease-antiprotease balance in lung tissue of 
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such patients and to attenuate the progression of pulmonary 

emphysema.

Currently, there are four US Food and Drug Adminis-

tration (US FDA)-approved preparations of A1PI obtained 

from human plasma, which differ in purification method, 

concentration, and dosage form. The infusion duration var-

ies from 15 to 75 minutes according to the products’ A1PI 

concentration and approved infusion rate. Among them, Glas-

sia® (Kamada Ltd, Israel), a relatively new purified A1PI in a 

liquid formulation, ready-to-use preparation, which contains 

2% active A1PI in a phosphate buffered saline solution, was 

approved for patients with emphysema due to congenital 

deficiency of A1PI, at an infusion rate of 0.04 mL/kg/minute; 

however, this infusion rate leads to a long infusion duration. 

An increased infusion rate will lead to a shorter infusion 

duration and thereby potentially improves the quality of life 

of patients who require Glassia® augmentation therapy on 

a weekly basis. The aim of this study was to demonstrate 

the safety and tolerability of Glassia® administration at an 

increased infusion rate of 0.2 mL/kg/minute, compared to 

the conventional infusion rate of 0.04 mL/kg/minute. To 

ensure that neither subjects nor clinical personnel were aware 

whether the rapid or standard infusion rate of A1PI product 

was being administered, a novel placebo-masked, infusion 

rate-controlled study design was developed. The primary 

focus of this study design was the masking of the infusion 

rate of the A1PI solution by simultaneously infusing a placebo 

solution at the opposite infusion rate.

Materials and methods
study design
This was a randomized, placebo-masked, rate-controlled, 

crossover study designed to evaluate the safety and tolerability 

of A1PI administration at an increased infusion rate. The study 

was approved by an investigational review board  (MidLands 

IRB, Overland Park, Kansas, USA) and conducted at a single 

investigative site (Quintiles Phase I  Services,  Kansas City, 

Kansas, USA) in accordance with local  regulations and 

International Conference on  Harmonisation Good Clinical 

Practice guidelines, which are based upon  principles that have 

their origin in the  Declaration of  Helsinki.3 This study was 

registered with the US National Institutes of Health website 

(ClinicalTrials.gov) as NCT01651351.

A1PI (Alpha
1
-Proteinase Inhibitor, Human) (Glassia®) 

is a sterile, ready-to-use, stabilizer-free, preservative-free, 

liquid preparation of purified 2% active A1PI in a phosphate 

buffered saline solution. The product is derived from a large 

human plasma pool. The US FDA-approved dose of 60 mg 

A1PI/kg (3 mL/kg) was administered in this study. Human 

albumin 5% (Baxter Healthcare Corporation, Westlake 

 Village, CA, USA) diluted to 2.5% solution with normal 

saline was used as placebo, because of its similar appear-

ance, protein content, and viscosity  compared to the study 

product (thus ensuring maintenance of the blind). Placebo 

was administered at a volume of 3 mL/kg (equivalent to the 

volume of A1PI infusion).

As A1PI deficiency is a rare disorder, the conduct of 

a clinical study to determine the safety of Glassia® at an 

infusion rate of 0.2 mL/kg/minute in the patient popula-

tion would not be practicable. The product is provided as a 

ready-to-infuse solution, so it was not possible to concentrate 

the product to decrease infusion duration. For this reason, 

a more rapid infusion rate was assessed to ensure provision 

of an adequate A1PI dose over a shorter period of time 

than is currently possible with the licensed infusion rate of 

0.04 mL/kg/minute.

The participation of healthy volunteers allows for a 

population that is both naïve to A1PI augmentation therapy 

and ideal to detect potential adverse events (AEs) resulting 

from an increased infusion rate. Healthy volunteers have 

never been exposed to A1PI products and thus are naïve to 

possible AEs that may occur with infusion therapy. They also 

tend to be more prompt to report AEs compared to treatment-

experienced patients with alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency. 

 Additionally, healthy volunteers have normal physiological 

levels of A1PI in the range of 20 to 53 µM, compared to 

patients with A1PI deficiency whose circulating A1PI levels 

are 8 µM or less. Following exogenous A1PI product admin-

istration, circulating A1PI levels are elevated to a level much 

higher than physiological levels. Thus, AEs would be more 

likely to be experienced in healthy subjects in the presence 

of excessive A1PI levels.

Subjects were randomized in a 1:1 ratio to one of 

two treatment groups as described in Table 1. Each 

subject received simultaneous intravenous infusions of 

A1PI  (Glassia®) and placebo (human albumin 2.5%) 

 administered through a Y-connector at a single infusion site 

on two separate treatment days (Figure 1). Subjects were 

 randomized in a 1:1 ratio to receive either test treatment 

(A1PI 0.2 mL/kg/minute + placebo 0.04 mL/kg/minute), 

or reference treatment (A1PI 0.04 mL/kg/minute + placebo 

0.2 mL/kg/minute) on Day 1. As this was a double-blinded 

study, an independent pharmacist prepared and labeled the 

infusion solutions for each subject. On Day 15, subjects 

received the other treatment regimen in a crossover sequence. 

The simultaneous infusion design ensured that the blind 
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was maintained as the placebo masked the standard versus 

(vs) rapid infusion rates of the A1PI product. All infusions 

were administered intravenously at the predefined rates via 

infusion pumps. Each subject acted as his/her own control 

for the comparison between standard vs fast infusion, and 

the bias in AE reporting upon repeated dosing vs first dosing 

was reduced with the randomized sequence.

subject population
Subjects volunteered to participate in this study. The inves-

tigator enrolled subjects according to predefined  eligibility 

criteria. The sponsor was not involved in subject  selection. 

Healthy subjects of either sex aged between 18 to 65 years 

were eligible for inclusion in the study. Subjects were required 

to have no clinical evidence of acute and/or chronic disease 

and no clinically significant abnormalities on hematology 

panel, clinical chemistry panel, urinalysis, or electrocar-

diogram at the time of screening. All subjects must have 

demonstrated a negative drug test at screening and agreed to 

refrain from heavy alcohol consumption and the use of nar-

cotic drugs or illegal substances during study participation. 

Subjects with positive virus serology (hepatitis virus A, B, 

or C; parvovirus B19 [PVB19]; or human immunodeficiency 

virus type 1/2 [HIV]) at the time of screening, as well as 

those with a history of hypersensitivity or adverse reactions 

following blood transfusions, documented immunoglobulin A 

deficiency, or uncontrolled hypertension, were excluded 

from study participation. Pregnant or nursing women were 

excluded from study participation.

Outcome measures and safety  
assessments
The outcomes measured in this study were related to the 

safety and tolerability of increased infusion rate. The main 

outcome measures were the number of infusions with AEs 

that occurred during or within a) 1 hour, b) 24 hours, and 

c) 72 hours of completion of an infusion and the numbers 

of infusions which were interrupted, discontinued, or 

 administered at a reduced infusion rate due to AEs.

The simultaneous infusion of the A1PI preparation and 

placebo did not allow AEs to be unquestionably ascribed to 

either A1PI or placebo. For this reason, any observed AE 

which had been assessed by the investigator as related to 

treatment was conservatively attributed to A1PI.

After completing all screening procedures, subjects 

who were eligible to participate in the study returned to 

the investigative site for study product administration on 

Day 1 and Day 15, and for longer term safety follow-up 

on Day 29 and Day 105. On each treatment day (Day 1 

and Day 15), physical examination and clinical laboratory 

evaluations (hematology, chemistry, and urinalysis) were 

performed on each subject prior to dosing to ensure the 

subject was in good health. Subjects were monitored for 

safety and tolerability on-site throughout the duration of the 

study product administration up to 1 hour after completion 

of both infusions, and via telephone follow-up approxi-

mately 72 hours postinfusion to ensure potential AEs and 

use of concomitant medications were recorded. Vital signs 

(respiratory rate, pulse, body temperature, and systolic/

diastolic blood pressure) were measured on each treatment 

day within 30  minutes prior to the start of study product 

administration, and at 15 minutes following  completion 
Figure 1 Placebo-masked, infusion rate controlled investigational product 
administration.

Table 1 Treatment assignment and study design

Study 
group

Infusion rate

Day 1 Day 15

1  
(n=15)

A1Pi 0.04 ml/kg/min 
+ 
Placeboa 0.2 ml/kg/min

SWITCH

A1Pi 0.2 ml/kg/min 
+ 
Placeboa 0.04 ml/kg/min

2  
(n=15)

A1Pi 0.2 ml/kg/min 
+ 
Placeboa 0.04 ml/kg/min

SWITCH
A1Pi 0.04 ml/kg/min 
+ 
Placeboa 0.2 ml/kg/min

Note: asimultaneous infusion of a placebo solution was used to mask the infusion 
rate of the A1Pi solution.
Abbreviations: A1Pi, alpha1-proteinase inhibitor; min, minute.
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of each of the 0.2 mL/kg/minute and the 0.04 mL/kg/ 

minute infusions.  Subjects returned to the investigative site 

2 weeks (Day 29) after the last treatment for safety assess-

ments, including physical examination, vital signs, clinical 

laboratory evaluations, AEs, and concomitant medications. 

Post-treatment viral serology and nucleic acid tests (NAT) 

were also performed during the Day 29 visit, to ensure no 

seroconversion had occurred compared to baseline assess-

ments. Following this study visit, subjects returned to the 

investigative site approximately 3 months after the last 

treatment (Day 105) for the final viral serologic follow-up 

testing. AEs and concomitant medications were not actively 

solicited during the period between the Day 29 and Day 105 

visits, but were recorded if reported by the subject.

statistical analysis
Safety data were summarized using descriptive statistics, 

including mean, standard deviation, minimum, median, and 

maximum values. As is typical for safety studies, no hypothesis 

testing or power calculations were planned or performed. All 

available data from subjects receiving at least one infusion of 

either A1PI or placebo were included in the safety analyses. No 

adjustment or imputation was utilized for missing values.

Results
study population
Of the 35 enrolled volunteers, 30 healthy subjects who met 

the eligibility criteria started the study. The median age of 

subjects who participated in the study was 24 years (range, 

19 to 61 years), with 23 males (76.7%) and seven females 

(23.3%). Fifteen subjects were Caucasian (50.0%), 14 were 

African-American (46.7%), and one was Asian (3.3%). Two 

subjects were Latino (6.7%). The subjects’ weight ranged 

from 53.2 to 114.7 kg, with a median of 74.4 kg. The median 

body mass index was 25.7 kg/m2 (range, 19.5 to 31.5 kg/m2). 

The demographic characteristics of subjects in each study 

group were similar.

exposure to investigational product
All 30 subjects completed both infusions of A1PI and placebo 

in two separate treatment periods. No infusions were inter-

rupted or discontinued, and no infusions were administered 

at a reduced rate due to AEs. The duration of infusions at the 

0.2 mL/kg/minute rate ranged from 12 to 15 minutes, whereas 

the duration of infusion at the rate of 0.04 mL/kg/minute 

ranged from 64 to 76 minutes.

During treatment period 1 (Day 1), the initial six 

subjects received A1PI and placebo infusions containing 

 approximately 20 mL less than the planned volume to be 

administered due to an oversight of the tubing dead space. As 

a result, approximately 86% to 92% of the planned infusion 

volume was administered. For these six subjects, the infusion 

solutions for treatment period 2 (Day 15) were prepared in the 

same manner to match the corresponding infusion volumes in 

treatment period 1, thereby ensuring accurate comparison of 

data between periods. All subsequent subjects received their 

planned infusion volume.

safety and tolerability
No serious adverse events and no severe AEs occurred fol-

lowing infusion with the investigational product, and no 

subjects discontinued due to AEs. All AEs reported  during 

the study were of mild intensity. As A1PI and placebo 

were administered simultaneously into the same vein, no 

distinction could be made between the two preparations. It 

was therefore decided to conservatively designate all AEs 

assessed by the investigator as related to treatment as being 

related to A1PI. A relationship to placebo was, however, 

theoretically feasible.

Adverse events
A total of 36 AEs were reported in 16 subjects. No clinically 

relevant trends were noted between female and male subjects 

with respect to the frequency of AEs reported during the 

study. The frequency of AEs was determined to be lower for 

subjects receiving the rapid 0.2 mL/kg/minute A1PI infusion 

than those receiving the standard 0.04 mL/kg/minute A1PI 

infusion (Table 2).

Of the 36 AEs, seven events reported in six subjects 

were assessed by the investigator as related to treatment. 

 Treatment-related AEs also occurred slightly less frequently 

with the 0.2 mL/kg/minute A1PI infusion (two AEs in two 

[6.7%] subjects) than with the 0.04 mL/kg/minute A1PI 

infusion (five AEs in four [13.3%] subjects). Related AEs 

of  dizziness and headache occurred in one (3.3%) subject 

each for the 0.2 mL/kg/minute infusion. Following admin-

istration of the 0.04 mL/kg/minute A1PI infusion, related 

AEs included chest discomfort, fatigue, pain in extremity, 

dizziness, and headache, each occurring in one (3.3%) 

subject. All related AEs began during an infusion or within 

72 hours after the completion of an infusion.

infusions associated with Aes
Overall, the number of infusions with AEs that began either 

during the infusion or within 1, 24, and 72 hours after its com-

pletion was lower for the 0.2 mL/kg/minute infusion rate than 
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the 0.04 mL/kg/minute infusion rate. No clinically relevant 

trends were noted between female and male subjects with 

respect to the number of infusions associated with AEs. Of 

the 60 infusions administered during the study, 12 infusions 

were associated with 13 AEs; five AEs occurred during 

five infusions at the 0.2 mL/kg/minute rate and eight AEs 

occurred during seven infusions at the 0.04 mL/kg/minute 

rate. The number (proportion) of infusions with AEs that 

began during or within 1, 24, and 72 hours of completion 

of an infusion are summarized by study group and infusion 

rate in Table 3.

Clinical and laboratory evaluations
Viral serology tests for hepatitis virus A, B, and C and HIV 

were negative for all subjects. Levels of PVB19 immuno-

globulin G and immunoglobulin M were within normal limits 

for all subjects (except one, who tested positive for PVB19 at 

baseline, prior to receiving an infusion with the study  product). 

Virus NAT results were negative in all subjects.

No abnormalities were noted with respect to neutrophil 

counts, nor any trends of treatment-emergent abnormal neu-

trophil elevations. Three abnormal laboratory results were 

assessed as clinically significant. A 26-year-old male subject 

was reported to have increased plasma creatine phosphokinase 

(1,339 U/L; normal range 32–294 U/L) attributed to strenuous 

exercise, which returned to within the normal range 1 week 

later. One 58-year-old male subject developed hematuria, 

associated with a decrease in hemoglobin, 2 weeks after the 

first infusion. This AE, attributed to chronic prostatitis, per-

sisted to the end of the study. A 21-year-old female subject 

was found to have asymptomatic bacteriuria and was referred 

for antibiotic treatment (after the end of the study). All three 

of these AEs were mild and assessed as unrelated to study 

treatment. All other changes in urinalysis, hematology, and 

blood chemistry values were not clinically significant.

Discussion
Glassia® has previously been shown to be comparable to other 

licensed products4–7 with respect to efficacy and safety. This 

study was carried out to investigate the safety and tolerabil-

ity of Glassia® when administered at a faster than approved 

infusion rate, at 0.2 mL/kg/minute, providing a protein load 

as high as 4 mg/kg/minute. The more rapid infusion rate 

would enable patients to decrease their weekly A1PI infu-

sion time by approximately five fold (eg, from 75 minutes 

to 15 minutes in a patient weighing 80 kg), thus potentially 

improving their quality of life.

The study presented here used a novel and unique study 

design to mask the infusion rate of the investigational  product 

Table 2 number (%) of all adverse events reported, regardless 
of causality

AE A1PI infusion rate Overall

0.04 mL/kg/min 0.2 mL/kg/min

Total Aes 22 (100) 14 (100) 36 (100)
headache 7 (31.8) 5 (35.7) 12 (33.3)
Dizziness 2 (9.1) 1 (7.1) 3 (8.3)
Back pain 1 (4.5) 2 (14.3) 3 (8.3)
Pain in extremity 2 (9.1) 0 2 (5.6)
epistaxis 1 (4.5) 1 (7.1) 2 (5.6)
Abdominal pain 1 (4.5) 0 1 (2.8)
Chest discomfort 1 (4.5) 0 1 (2.8)
Fatigue 1 (4.5) 0 1 (2.8)
Vessel puncture  
site pain

1 (4.5) 0 1 (2.8)

Asymptomatic  
bacteriuria

1 (4.5) 0 1 (2.8)

Upper respiratory  
tract infection

0 1 (7.1) 1 (2.8)

Urethritis 0 1 (7.1) 1 (2.8)
Arthropod bite 1 (4.5) 0 1 (2.8)
sunburn 1 (4.5) 0 1 (2.8)
Blood CK increased 1 (4.5) 0 1 (2.8)
hemoglobin  
decreased

0 1 (7.1) 1 (2.8)

somnolence 0 1 (7.1) 1 (2.8)
hematuria 0 1 (7.1) 1 (2.8)
erythematous rash 1 (4.5) 0 1 (2.8)

Abbreviations: A1Pi, alpha1-proteinase inhibitor; Ae, adverse event; CK, creatine 
kinase; min, minute.

Table 3 summary of infusions associated with adverse events

Timea Number (%) of infusions

Group 1 Group 2 Overall

A1PI  
0.04 mL/kg/min 
Ni =15

A1PI  
0.2 mL/kg/min 
Ni =15

A1PI  
0.04 mL/kg/min 
Ni =15

A1PI  
0.2 mL/kg/min 
Ni =15

A1PI  
0.04 mL/kg/min 
Ni =30

A1PI  
0.2 mL/kg/min 
Ni =30

Within 1 hour 2 (13.3%) 0 1 (6.7%) 1 (6.7%) 3 (10.0%) 1 (3.3%)
Within 24 hours 4 (26.7%) 0 1 (6.7%) 3 (20.0%) 5 (16.7%) 3 (10.0%)
Within 72 hours 5 (33.3%) 0 2 (13.3%) 5 (33.3%) 7 (23.3%) 5 (16.7%)

Notes: aAdverse events began during or within 1, 24, and 72 hours of completion of an infusion, regardless of causality. The numbers of infusions in each time category are 
inclusive.
Abbreviations: A1Pi, alpha1-proteinase inhibitor; min, minute; ni, number of infusions.
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by simultaneously administering placebo intravenously. 

This ensured maintenance of the blind, thus reducing bias 

of clinical study investigators, infusion nurses, and study 

subjects. By providing study subjects with two infusion flu-

ids administered simultaneously, one at a slower and one at 

a more rapid rate, all subjects required a comparable length 

of time for the procedure, and the infusion rate for the active 

treatment was effectively masked. This study design offers 

a better method of preserving the blind and the integrity 

of data compared with the more commonly used approach 

that involves study product administration by study nurses 

at different infusion rates, and thus has a higher chance of 

accidental/erroneous unblinding.8 Previous studies have 

employed a double-dummy design to evaluate the effect of 

different infusion rates of drug products on the safety and 

tolerability of patients.9,10 In these double-dummy studies, 

each patient received two infusions (one containing active 

drug and the other placebo solution such as 5% dextrose solu-

tion) sequentially over two separate treatment periods. While 

this type of study design offers a means to mask different 

infusion rates to both clinical staff and patients, the overall 

infusion duration for a given infusion visit is prolonged as 

a result of sequential administrations of active and placebo 

infusions. The simultaneous infusion approach used in this 

study enabled the shortest possible treatment time for study 

subjects while maintaining the double-blind.

The decision to use 2.5% albumin as a placebo was made 

as it has similar color and flow characteristics to the A1PI 

product, with a comparable protein concentration. Albumin 

also foams when agitated, similar to A1PI. No other placebo 

solution was acceptable to maintain the blind in the study 

presented here, as physiological saline, Ringer’s lactate solu-

tion, and other crystalloid solutions have lower viscosity, 

are colorless and transparent, and do not contain protein, all 

physical differences which would have been obvious to both 

subjects and clinical staff. Albumin has also been used as 

placebo in other A1PI studies, with a 2% albumin solution 

administered in a comparative study demonstrating that A1PI 

augmentation therapy delayed the progression of emphysema 

compared to placebo.11,12

The simultaneous administration of the A1PI product and 

placebo did not allow AEs to be unquestionably ascribed to 

either the investigational product or placebo; for this reason, 

it was decided to take a conservative approach and consider 

any AEs which were assessed by the investigator as being 

related to treatment to be attributed to A1PI. Numbers of 

AEs were lower among subjects who received the product 

at the faster infusion rate (0.2 mL/kg/minute) than the slower 

rate (0.04 mL/kg/minute), thus demonstrating the safety and 

tolerability of the more rapid infusion rate of the investiga-

tional product compared with that of the currently approved 

rate (0.04 mL/kg/minute) in healthy adult subjects. Only 

26.7% of subjects reported AEs after receiving the more 

rapid 0.2 mL/kg/minute infusion rate, a percentage which is 

similar to that reported elsewhere in patients diagnosed with 

A1PI deficiency.5,13

There were no unexpected AEs. The most commonly 

reported AEs following administration of Glassia® are known 

to be headache and dizziness, and this finding was confirmed 

by the results of the present study. All AEs were mild in 

severity. Furthermore, no treatment-emergent viral infections 

were reported, as confirmed by negative viral serology and 

NAT. In addition, no subjects experienced hypersensitivity to 

the investigational product. We believe that potential adverse 

effects of high rate (ie, volume and protein load) would be 

similar in patients with A1PI deficiency. Therefore, we do 

not expect a different AE profile, and consider these results 

relevant to the A1PI-deficient population.

The results reported here compare favorably with 

other studies examining the safety profile of other A1PI 

augmentation products, where AEs have been reported at 

rates between 7% and 21% in patients with A1PI deficiency,5 

with headache and dizziness/fainting occurring at much higher 

rates (47% and 17%, respectively) among patients receiving 

occasional or weekly A1PI infusions.13 In addition, in this 

study we did not observe AEs such as pyrexia, urticaria, and 

nausea/vomiting, unlike some previous studies.13,14

The investigational product does not require recon-

stitution, as it is a ready-to-use liquid. In addition to this 

advantage, we have shown in this study that it can be safely 

administered at a higher rate, thereby reducing the infusion 

time by five fold. For patients with A1PI deficiency who need 

to be maintained on A1PI augmentation therapy on a weekly 

basis, a significant reduction in the infusion time would 

potentially improve the patients’ quality of life.

Patients with A1PI deficiency can develop the first signs 

and symptoms of lung disease as early as their mid-20s, but 

symptoms typically first develop between 30 and 40 years of 

age in smokers and later (50–60 years) in nonsmokers, which 

is older than the median age of subjects in the current study 

population.15,16 A recent study with a similar A1PI product 

(Aralast NP®, Baxter Healthcare Corporation) in patients with 

type 1 diabetes demonstrated that A1PI administration was 

well tolerated and safe in both pediatric (8–15 years) and adult 

(16–35 years) subjects.17 Additionally, the AE profile observed 

in this study with healthy volunteers is consistent with that 
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safety of A1Pi at an increased infusion rate

reported in A1PI-deficient subjects. Thus, these observations 

suggest that the AE profile associated with A1PI administra-

tion is not age dependent and that the findings reported in this 

study are relevant for the A1PI-deficient patient population.

Conclusion
This study used a novel, placebo-masked, infusion rate-

controlled study design to demonstrate the safety and tol-

erability of an A1PI product at an increased infusion rate 

(0.2 mL/kg/minute), resulting in a shorter infusion duration.
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